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contractor. of Benton, Ky.
the federal project.
laccording
W H. Chumley and
Actual construction work on the
h. C Hodges Kentucky highway
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Miss Jones of Fulgham in a surpose contest as the guests arrived
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appears opposite Richard Dix in
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"Blind Alibi", starting Thursday at
partment. From eighteen years of
------the Fulton Theatre.
experience in the territory, he
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drew illustrations pointing out the
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•
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'
;where she
licanemakensi wattkee, New Orlearlui Wilmington,
Bakery Situp Places
Roberts,
Joiner,
I
Browder Milling Co.. this week it
Wholesale business
Gardner's Studio on Commercial hate applied the suggestions that and Omaha.
and Clonts.
was learned that the fourteen bulls Ave have been thoroughly rede- were given in their Extension pro- generally followed the retail trend
T. B Neely, proprw ter of the Arare located at the following farms: corated. The studio-home has been gram this year.
and a Raved some slight improve- cade Barber and Beauty Shop on
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A. T. Childers, Crutchfield; Jess repainted on the exterior. new pa, Lake St.. this week purchased the
Homes that they plan to visit n'tnb
Saturday night the Eagles again
Thomas. near Bennett School: F. S. liper hung. floors sanded and refinish,
Employment serv.ces reported 690 building occupied by the II,,robeak
are: Mrs. Ed. Thompson, Mrs. Rohi,wid to the Oilers in a pitchers
Hardy. Browder's home farm on ed on the interior.
nal Elliott. Lodgeston Homemakers placements 21 5 per cent increase Bakery These two businesses have
t•attn- Sumner; of the Oilers gave
West State Line: Ed Browder, MidOver at the C. ta. E. redecorations club house, Mrs. Donald Mabry over preceding week
, been renting the building for a
hits. while Johnny Long
ix
dle Road: R L. Speight. Bower's have been made, and Chas. Newton
Mrs. Brady James and Mr. Cla e
gave five. The only score for the
Kentucky wheat and rye pr uc • number of years. but soon they will
farm, R. E
Taylor. Chestnut is smiling more than ever.
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tion now estimated smaller than ;exchange sides, it is announced.
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11. SWitit ti a the golf links. L.
With the change. however, will
MARTIN CELEBRATION growing steadily.
H. Patterson. two miles east of Boimprovements for both the
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and
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wers school: Cecil Burnett. HickH.7rin
cbeak Bakery and the Arcade
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man highway: Albert Hutchins. of Frankfort. Ky.. stated this
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opens didate for reelection in the August contracts.
Harris road: J. R. Hastings. on Joe that the squirrel season
i will be expanded in enlarging and
4 Democratic primary will speak at
tie-in series with
the fd,-1 gdin..
Plans drawn for $85,000 addition improving the bakery. and
Davis farm, one mile east of Mc- July 1st and closes October 1st.
W.
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to the rabbit on the highways of east of Martin on Highway No, 221
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Nelms of pitchers. starting Elmer come the finest cattle in this ter- this state. Thousands of rabbits are inim 1 to 2 p.m. Congressman J. ;dial unit of
County with about $1,000,. Fulton
Werining, who gave way to Stewart ritory an distribution of these bulls killed by motorists and with a lit- Ridley Mitchell, also a candidate ? Boyle
County Youths
lie basis for building up
nomination 1000 involved,
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in the fifth. Dave Howe then re- has been
tle care, this rate could be cut down fur the
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this vicfor governor will speak from 2:30! Slump in whiskey production 17
loved Stewart in the sixth. Bat- a finer stock of cattle in
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PWA funds totaling $32.727 for con- the Illinois Central railroad, stated will
Poultry School for any single summer term in the
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Four Fulton pitchers were used. plication for three funds was made appropriation set aside by the fed- a continuous
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at
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these funds, however.
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• people for the patronage • stock in this area for the past eight iGlenn Stone. Hickman. Kenneth
This makes the third Obion counthe last game of the series front ty PWA grant to be approved in the
Raymond Gambill. employee of • given us in the past. and • years, and attended the school to 'Lee Oliver. Crutchfield,
Ott- Eagles 6-1. Dacus for Jackson past few days, and incluaes more the Baldridge Variety Store was • v.ant you to know it has been • obtain up-to-minute date of this
gave up six hits while Picket and than $56.000 or a court house. and bitten by the Scottie belonging to • a real pleasure to serve you. • class of extension work. He point- A. C. RUMS DELIVERY
Batteries: a grant for a water works con- Mr. and Mrs. Jahn Davis early • I ant so sorry of the way my
ten.
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It is being told that
The all-star his home in Cayce Friday afternoon •
run. Goldman held the
Hannephin states.
* i iennessee Education
at the state S. P. MOORE & Cit
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BASEBALL SCIPEDULE
night—HopkIIISVIlle
Friday

Hie 1,3 Lao, a! i Vek is
return to West Frankfort, M., i!
her to spend Saturday.
"Dutch" Summers is very gem
rous, or the scorer in Jackson is a
ALL-STAR TEANI INCLUDI
sleep. Tuesday night "Dutch" get,a beautiful hit and on the box
Sellre Nick Zanter gets credit for OUTFIELD!

Ballot For All-Star Team

Saturday---open date.
City
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S111L11 11 10 \%.11111..r IS eite1 I har.. I
at Fulton
11.1.
114141`
Monday afterneon—reion Cit y
111, •
I 1.11, !/ I OW
f.111
at Fulton.
Monday night—Fulton :it Union
poi .1 I
s
City.
gets a trig kick out ot it and the tar.
Tuesday night Fulton.
Den't f.r. t tii look thi• team:,
Wednesday night—Lexington at
INI•11-Ary
Fulton.
gtoi new,
at
xington
Thursday
n gh t
Fulton.
2t1,1 easr
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Attc'rt sr
Bihar,. Bugg
and
Bert Nesrlii-use. members of the
rouncd.
Wr• have been waitrig f. r you to finish the jot: on the
dr:wit:Main whiteway, hut you have
not got around on Fourth-:t yet.
Just to remind you that we are ex:we:mg yiai to do something about
the lights around that way and up
•oward the- passenger station. This
• " not be neglectent.

,
1 11.1
1,1.1111,1
V the

NvA inirt,oyEsi
'sill
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The Fulton Baseball Association
is admitting differ' 'it towns to the
ball games free u. charge.
The
A. G. Baldridge is C.Irned :may :thiet stoi
week beginning Friday. July 1st includes the following towns: Tues- with his new duplex on the corner
day night. July 5th. will be Jor- of Fourth and Park Ave. If you
dan and Cayce
night. Tuesday want to find him these days. hell
night will also be Ladies night. be :wound about or fishing, when
VI e'llERS
1st
Wednesday night, July 6th will be he's not down at the store.
Hickman night.
Mr. and Mrs. Clitude Tobin left
•,
grininterest
Wednesday night for the Three-I erri.und Fulton. A ntimber of local PITCHERS
League, Tobin will we replaced by 'enthusiasts have been taking fly.
C. C. Forrest.
lossors. Malcolm Gildert manPadgett is back form again alter ager of the Fulten theatres. solonursing a sore arm.
ed the other day. But he Dew with
Nick Zanier never hits the ball the Dawn Patrol at Memphis for a
The while, and now has a license. One MANAGER.
until her receives a letter.
writer will he in Fulton Friday to of our pastors is also interested.
Rev. Fuller and Len Askew have
BE SURE TO GET AN
some pictures of Fulton which they MASCOT:
took from the air.
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e
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International (*hristion
Education (ant(ntion

Christian leaders in Kentucky
and Canada are planning to attend
the twentieth International Conand throughout the United State's
vention on Christian Education
which is to be held in Columbus,
Ohio. June 28 through July 3rd, in
The
told that bids will be let the Columbus Auditorium.
for the construction of a wat- convention promise's to be the most
er works in South Fulton.
Good representative assemblage of Chriswork, Mayor Lowe and numbers of tians ever held in North America.
Get truatworthy time in • unmet
the board of aldermen. Glad you It will include win:ea.:is aud etre
hwer.oll umeh leadtee 6 the
cers in the Sunday Schools, the
got a PWA allocation.
ean•Ile•• and thinne•t puelet
vacation schools, weekday schools.
pastors, general officers of the
watch at $ I -50. (Irnane.plateel
And speaking of PWA what's the
church, specialists from forty or
raw, r?esr numeral% tan,,,,k•
delay about the pui posed grammar
fifty national boards of Christian
sable er,arts1..
school project. If something is not
education and boards of missions—
done about this soon it will be too
men and women representing a
111111111MINIIIMIIIIIMINI=IMMEMI
late, and then taxpayers of Fulton
cross-section of Church leadership
will have the entire cost to bear.
al North America.
s instead of obtaining aid through a
The theme for the convention is
WPA grant.
Communities all a-The Christian Challenge to the
round us are getting school buildLeading ChrisModern World."
ings, civic buildings. etc. Is Fultian thinkers believe that Christon going to be an orphan? It will
tianity provides the ideal on the
be unless some real consideration
basis of which can be found thu
and action is given by our civic
solution to the ills of the world.
leaders. Procrastination won't get
The convention, through its con'the job done and failure to take adferences and general sessions. unvantage of this opportunity is goder the direction of outstanding
ing to take money right out of the
leaders in world affairs and relitaxpayers' pockets in the long run.
gious education, will sound this
String beans and onions may be
heard
theme so that it will
all right—but no bananas, says throughout the world.
Sook Weaver. She always did disThe opening session will take
Oh well. place
like bananas until—??
on Tuesday evening. June 28.
who can telL
Wednesday. June 29th. through
Saturday, July 2nd, the forenoons
All of the neighboring towns a- will be given ever to general sesround Fulton—Dukedom. Crutch- sions followed by parall,1 forums
McConnell. Harris. Pierce. :Ind conferences. Tine...- conferenfield
Water Valley, Hickman. Cayce. etc. ces, forums and seminars are being
sponsor—have been or will be guests of the planed by about twert
Fulton Baseball Association. Dir- ing committees and will deal with
c.-ctors of the association want these sonic fifty fields of si ial incommunities to take a re-al interest ter,.st .
Sunday. July 35,1. there
Home err Busin
.n the Fulton club which is
will be a special early ri nvention
cect::n ..n the- base- service and opportunity to attend
You Ci.mftwt an,1 Pk
the el,ureb services in Pie Columbus
Churches. The closing n,ass sessure, During the 1-k•
I. (
sion will be held Sunday afternoon.

der the work project program
out of-school unemployed youth
In the- state, 51.1l5 were weld:n(11 by IL,' NVA .1',r u. IL , 1.11-1
Studer,'
high school
I •ce ;vow!:
'23.79.
Designed to assist student:
otherwise migat be forced
in e
school. the NYA student aid 'now 'in
enables deserving high school
college students to earn up to
and fiftecn dollars per noontli.
spectivel)-.
Adnunistration of siii
dent aid projects is shared by local
school and college officials, it beim:
their function to select the students
and supervise the projects.
Local
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE agencies serve as the co-operating
soon:Airs of NYA work piejeict de-God" is the subject of the 1.,'s- %lied to provide work trail ing fun
sin -Sermon which will be read in min-school youth. Rate- of pci ar,•
ea: Meal wage ler,
Churches
of
Christ
Scientist,
throughout the vi rid on Sunday.
CATTLE CONDITION
July 3.
Cattle and calves throughout the
This includes Christian Science country are
in the best condition
Society. Fulton, Ky.. Which holds since 1932,
the government reportregular services Sunday at I I.00 A.
ed
M. and Testimonial Meeting WedGood calf crops are reported from
nesday at 7.30 P. M.
Reading most sections.
Spring and winten
Room at 211 Carr Street Open Wed- loses were
generally light and be
'is.- and Saturday from 2.00 to
low the average. of recent years.
4 P. M. The public is cordially in:,'-,'to visit the Reading Room
No woman can be happy in
The Bible and authorized house that is built so that she
car
t!istian Science literature may be change the furniture
around ever
read, borrowed or purchased.
week or two.

I,"nit, sit 1 ..1..1”
1.... ,Urfe111 114
i..,- •

At Lass Cost Than Snapshots!
More than 200,000 people
have made UniveN -top
choice" in movie cameras!
Only one using amazing 691?
UniveX Film. Svc this supervalue at your dealer's today!'
ChVf 8

.4et

9'

Our 11(.81 Itoby
Vs lithe Leg horns Sek20 tor Bill
Reds sr !necks Sakti:, for 100
11,3%3 Nli•ed $5.15 for Inn
Light Nli‘eil $1.10 for IOU
Post Paid. Lire Arnie al
Nothing to Pay Till Arrival
Illatchinc eggs nit World', Rest
. Deo. But
Fighting game,
(loose. lorkm. Pooh..
4 Weeks old Pullet,
. and
Cuckee els
Nif*//e)/S Hatcher!,
Rockmart, ereorgia

CHIROPRACTII
GETS RESULT,
ivoaK IS NOT
LIMITED

TO

THE SPINE.

DR. A.(WADE
('/iiilf//'/?.-1('71)/:
222 Lake St.—Upstairs

11

VALUE AT ITS PEAK
It is no secret that inside
oliservers

WE

DESIGN

FACTURE

AND

NIA• -

AWNINGS

FOR

ALI. PURPOSES

UPHOLSTERING

- - —
J. W Kern. Superintendent, Paducah. Ky.. passed through the city
sdav night. enroute to Chicago.
C J. Carney. Divismr, Engineer.
Paducah. was :n Fulton Tuesday
'Ti racial busmes.
Anderson Agent. MillingTuesday afternoon
Tt- 1411.
.n Fulton. mingling with friends..
H. W. Williarns. Train Master.
Fulton, went to White-haven. Miss.
Werinesda3i on official business.
I' 11 Ryan. Traveling Engineer.
Pi-id,nia'•. ',vas in Foil,: Tnesday

%xh.sliable Summer clothing.

is built on volume,

demand
l'alm

Beach

keeps

the
eine-

Mrs Ernest Plant is r..-o.rted improvinn.
improving
111:s W. 0. Omer
treatment.
Jan Ei.-11,nff
in-tiri s ne.
J Ray Graham is renorted better.
resting nice7t1rs Clyde Smith
ly.
was dismissed
James Jonakin
Monday.

price clov.il ta
1Vhen ytal :'.ssemble your
Summer

!mkt
OVI KRIM

S

I

to

wardrobe, sow

your dollars where they
will bring the richest hat.-

4114111

vt•st.

I 1%1

ONII

To

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Un-

ceasing, ever - increasing.

FULTON HOSPITAL

liteNt''.

Strcel

And the itilswer

easy to understand. Value

jr,D0 7.1-11,;:
Mtari St., Rack

Pa III

f:Nest value in lightweight

• 17

Hart 'bold

concede

14 itch to be the world's

AWNINGS

Sumrmr Months

4.

SI
111

va

The New Palm Beach Suits

for every call of warm weather

$17.75

P. H. WEAKS' SONS
ail

emmemeneren

1.111,ToN coUNTY NEWS, 1.111,ToN, KENTITCKY

"THE NEWS" WEEKLY
SCRAPBOOK

,

SHE F1' REPORT
Slit-iv 1001 hialbe U11'1,1110
Wit
the country are in the best condition
since 1930 the government reported. Early summer feed ranges are
ally good with better feed
Many, many years ago the land
WEEK'S BEST RECIPE
upon which Kenton is now located than a year ago in the northern
Creamed Chicken With Poppers
areas, and in Texas but there are
warn owned by Jo. n R. Moore.
—Cook 3 tablespoons flour in 2
Although the town was named for some dry ranges in New Mexico.
tablesprions bubbling hot water;
a great hunter and Indian fighter
add slowly 1-2 cup thick chicken
W001, PRICER
Simon Kenton it was called "Shangstock and a cup rich milk season
Lath- change in domestic v.
hai" for a long time. This Was due
with 1-2 teaspoon salt, dash cayneto the fact that Simmons of Hick- tames Is expected by the But ..
ene, I teaspoon chopped parsley and
man. Ky. who bought the first store Agricultural Economics in t.
grating of nutmeg; cook until thick
front John R Moore. then located few months.
and smooth; add I l-2 ups diced
whore the Ilona- Telephone Ex
cooked theism; add 1.2 cup of
DAIRY Poll 'lin' Pltralss't
change is today, brought back some
green peppers cut in small pieces
Shanghai chickens from a good buyA omplarrit
heat thoroughly, turn into heated
ing trip East. So many comments surr..unding the negotiation or
dish and sprinkle lightly with
among the early settlers were crest- ternational trade agreements I.
browned crumbs before serving.
ed by these chickens with feathers been made by B. F. McKibbon,
on their feet that Kenton bream • retary of the Pacific States Butt.
KITCHEN KINKS!
known as "Shanghai". Another thing Egg Cheese and Poultry ASSfrelilmany
numbers
of
There are so
that promoted the name were the tion, to Henry F. Grady. chairman
washways in which dishes may be
walks
a built on stilts, becruse of the of the committee on repicrocal
ed and wiped satisfactorily that
dept of the mud. These walks were trade information.
there is no rile Asest way". Any
daily reminders of the long legged
''S,tar, It seems
impossible to
di-.Ii sill wii.l iiea-ilv if food
Shanghais and so kept the name learn,"
said, "what Is in the mind
Riding.
r•f 1! .•
111111iLIS as respects our
The next store was erected acrid' our pro,h....ts w.sh to register ii '
from the first one was operated by .graotis lit- test agamst any red.,
"Ginger Pop" who sold both grocer
'A'11111 scree('r on imports fruzi.
ies and "red eye." Later. Mr. Mat Canada competing with our own'
All
I -.1 II
/
firs
Kenton's
Tilghman,
who
was
,•
ON. M11.01,11
postmaster, had a grocery near wha
OBJECT TO ALLOTMENTS
is now the Caldwell hotel. Within
A considerable number of the
a short distance of it the first drug complaints by farmers that their
store was located. Then in 1869 a acreage allotments under the new
saddle and harness shop was estab- farm act are not fair are being
SUBS('1:1111: Fon-lished by Dock Wilson Soon an old- found justified by the government
Cummerri.1 Appes'
fashioned homestead came to be and the allotments in need if reLouisville Courier•Journar
Poursville Times
built in the section east of the rail- vision.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
road along side the Gray and West
This was evident from a report
St Louis Globe Democrat
store.
released by Dean I. 0. Schaub of
Cfileago Herald -Examiner
The first narrow winding road North Carolina State College of AgChicago American
Chicago Tribune
came into Kenton from the West and rk.1-1'.ure and Engineering though
was lined on either side by a rail the r.s.rd as intended to show that
Just Phone 753
fence. The father of Kenton's old- the number of allotments in need of
JACK EDWARDS
AN INSPIRATION
est citiren. .1. H. Lewitt. was the revision was small.
"My son, forget not my laws; but builder of the first foo!-bridge aUsing Johnson County in that
let thine heart keep my command- cross the creek.
slate as an example the report said
ments; for length of days, and long
Kenton's first home was built by that .... hen reviewers went over
life, and peace. shall they add to C. 0. Canada and located in the sec- complalLts from 1.140 tobacco farmthee."--PROVERBS.
tion northwest of Mrs A. Wort's ers in that county. they found only
302 Walnut St., Fulton, KYresidl.nce.
about 19 percent of the allotment
.11.11141.11.11111111L711101117111POI-1111 I
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
The Mobile and Ohio Railroad was in need of revision."
Kenton
in
1851.
through
surveyed
.4(i :trate
The re-port quoted S. C. Oliver.
SPECIAL
Irishmen constructed it with shovels agent for the ts/unty, as saying
Ii 011KMANSIIIP
ATTENTION
were
no
three
wheelbarrows
as
"High prices for tobacco in 1937
At Lou' Cost and
To the accurate fitting
graders arid scoops in that day. The ar
•
Watches, Clocks & Time Pieces
of (..ye glasses.
!rouse
or All Kinds Accurately Re- 'depot. which was a small box
OFFF1'7E HOURS:
weepaired at low Cost by-was located where the present
9 to It rt.
I to 5 P. M.
therboarded one now stands.
1 V DREIVS
THE AWFUL PRICE YOU
.111V1
It was a gala day when the first
irttNil'ANY
P111,0.VE 286
train came over the new M. and 0.
PAY FOR BrING
—track and took the settlers for a
--"-1 'ref- ride down to the old mill and
That was so long ago that
' ark.
D
ii'e .
most of the children who took that
11‘"
1:
II
k
free ride are no longer living.
Kenton's first church WaS located
between the A. S. Kerr resi.lence and
that of C. Bogle. Although it was
built by the Methodist. all demoninations worshipped in it. Rev. McCay
was the first pastor.
The first hotel known as the Aunt
Polly West Hotel was located on a
Q•l•wl•foolerVall fan nuke you nli tr. I
L•esard king,cranky •nd hard to 1.00
spot back of the W. M. Holloman
er!th —can bap you ao•ke rin:hte and
rob
cabin
you of good headth.
log
Cates and
a
was
also
store There
Juba.
boarding house situated where the
What
r,
" "*•,
'•'17
rod rornan'e f
...a,1 .
,ask
John Deering Implement Company
for anytarg or
le r.1,
1,1Irr
proved
than
that
sr-rld.fero
at
Latwares.
now exhibit their farm
l'inkharna Vegetable C•qhfrouro:11
sholearrne herb. ar.1
uhe.p
er. this board•ng house was burned
Nature calm sir err, on
t r..
the
was
by the Civil War soldiers as
r. •
UP Your
art
tar
'or
life
a
0,
their
depot, when the armies made
fore than a
a women hare p.porlod
ns,
Irt
surrendered
I,rkhant'•
exit. Col. True having
bt if,•'milundb`11P
t.,, ng
l,
o°9r,
ttram Lee It Lee ,•1.-rr
to General Forrest on Kenton soil
s. •e(ul women 1.-r ;hr. ; •0 3 nor,without a shot fired.
Ii. al' IT 111:Si 1.11; 60,:r!
alnIMONINIMMIt
The first school house was built
al the west entrance to Sunny Side
Cemetery. This was known as the
Rosson School and Prof. Goodloe
was the first teacher.
In 1869 a large brick college, containing two class rooms was erecte.'
It burned in 1892, however, and was
replaced by the present one. lt".
7.1a Flynn taught a private se't
,
ler eighteen years. Other old tinKenton teachers were Prof NT S
Roberts. Prof. Hass. Ni
ks and G. 0. Van Meter
oton's first lawyers were

aida.

ickm

Illt 1..

'111V

not been allom....1 to dry Cal It
Ilot water cooks starches and rotterns or eggs. Dishes containing
these should be soaked in cold
water. The reverse is true of sugary an syrupy dishes, which need
hut water.
A STYLE HINT:
Gray is becoming more popular.
among late spring and summer
shades. Not only does it appear in
the solid color but as a backg
for multicolored prints, in striped
arrangement
with
more
vivid
shadea and in dotted motifs. Marquisette and often sheer fabrics of
dark gray tone are employed instead IA navy or black in the creation of interesting daytime outfits.
Nets, laces and chiffons are stressed for evening, usually brightened
by some other eidor, such as bright
blue or pink.
THE HOME GARDENER:
With a favorable season, lawns
can be made nicely at this time of
year, as the seed if planted now
will start to germinate before real
hot weather arrives. Even distributions of seed on the lawn is necessary, so first scatter the seeds
lengthwise and then crosswise of
e plot. Be sure ground is level
..nd well raked over first. It does
• -it pay to use any but the very
',est grass seed.
HOUSEHOLD HINTS.
Apples peeled, cored and baked
in pineapple juice make a temptmg dish. . . . For a darker chocolate cake use dark brown sugar and
add half a tea .poon of powdered
cloves. . In preparing simple cooling drinks for warm weather try
using sugar syrup for sweeting.
It rotxes thoroughly and does not
tIe at the bottom like granulated.

BRIEF HISTORY
,
OF KENTON

created an totemse desire
ru th.
part of niany to plant a large te
bacco crop this year."
• • •
Egg prices are rising and are ix
peeled to continue to do so for the
next six months but chicken price,
are •••peoted to go down.

fr
P 0—
aws eyirrtIhre 444,
/ VA.

KiNener, longer-luting.
kind 14, the skin, "Ireet
Single-4-4hp. 111.414, are
unlf"rmly a
I 4
superb blades, for 1(./r.

NERVOUS

•

Truly014.

Delicious
C0IL A aid
FRUIT

reel

BLADES

FREE!

tatafteteon •
rad,11•14.
0,pt

Sr.-.--.

•dar•••

FIT C.F.Al MD EVIJI-READY RUMS

.1eFEEL LIKE A MILLION
SINCE I TOOK PURSANG
Yea,Penang contains,ln properly
balanced pr/portions,
proven ingredients as organic Iron. Quickly
stimulates appetite and aids nature by
supplying the substance which makes
rich, red blood. When this happens,
energy and strength usually return.
You feel like new. Get Pursang from
1/4.* your
druggist.

INS

CE

For Every Need
WE are prepared to write a policy to cover any
and all of your insurance needs. We represent only the best and long established companies. No obligation on your part when you
ask for our representative to call.

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
LAKE 22

PHONE No. 5

FULTON, KY.

DRINK

•

I1:S GOOD

iv THOSE/me Ater ro soma

FOR YOU

lar

••••••

YODORA

• DEODORANT CREAM ••

DR.SELDON COHN

eat

der the a.rna
I it b.. 1 ft mots to
amr /odor. nolo
•meet:1g deodorant
re•nr that 04111
.1 -.r-td on underarm
*J.-ration. r mann
gror'l odur I to I done e,dore an.., fadtarla
0101,0.1011 uf torepIretIon
Made without ler,1.-Todur• I. tater', dia.
ferrnt from 'tiff. gr•Ifrr peered. II / loft—
ernrsorh a• fate cream I h Loa,. no Wen/
II,, ,,n fingers or onder•rme (It Lean.••
'lardy- emelt 0 clothes 111-40, list It Itea
day ottr.r tiara If rod, derlithlrel
'Iris' else rasa trend

• A.'.

Among the first doctors were
•
Ay. Duncan and Hamilton. who
followed by II. T. Fullertons. E. A
Taylor. J. F. Ramer, A. .1. Tayleil•
G. J. Ramsey. Rodgers. Brooks an.
other more recent ones.
Kenton leas first incorporated p
1874 with W. C. Pharr as
Mr. Pharr served the town
leaving it in good financial con,i
when he voluntarily resigned .
five years of service.
There are many other interestim.
events that need to be related and
scores of fine settlers who desert:.
to be mentioned but on account
brevity and lack of proper informa
lion it eatu.ot be done at this time
Kowever, It is interesting to not,
that Kenton citizens are ftou..1 tha'
Kenton has outgrown the brier.
brush ansi wilderness days and now
ands mudless an beautiful with all
,,
modern improvements Gf electric
'gluts, water works gravelled streets.
We. too are •
toed concreted main.
;masted of the gravel and concrete
Kenton from
the north the south, the east, and
the west bringing in scores of customers to trade with the finest inerchants in the world

NOM.

TODAY--the slogan of Americas best Builders is 'More
House for the Money! We not only endorse this slogan
--'it live up to it!
t I HOUSES WE BUILD ARE CHARACTV: ZED BY THEM AIKEHTECTURAL BEAUTY
CCEATER REGARD FOR INTE".;;CR CC..,FORT AND CONVENIENCES SXILLED
WORKMANSHIr AND QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

.: you are planning a new home, why not talk it over with
us? We feel sure our experience in building beautiful
homes will be of great assistance to yoLi. c-- -cially as to
plans, specifications and financing.

MURRELL LUMBER CO

•

126 .horns
m•ormimm•

Phone 329

'FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
_
Fril!rm County Ncu's
sof Isimhatt, Man.

•

Editor

kilI
:minters discover that burlap had
.1 f,II..
I'...1111•111111:4
himself because a gill icluies lii succeeded it'd flannel
Tht• airtere•tici. bet WCell a tornaMite
marry him," says George
"the girl is showing rare judge- do and a political stump speaker
is there tire no damages to tepee t
ment"
the stump speaker gets
after
-—
lii ugh
As !Melt' people define it. a spec lo.s entei mining than
1,111,1 is one silio looks you in
charges you $50, and then tells you tile Folio!: tiii. WIIII thinks he has
I. go and have your teeth pulled. all the trouble and the other fellow
Illeitry Ford says men above liii all the luck.
Still ;mother thing to be thankaii• the salt of the earth, but it
.....it the pi], ful for is that the fellows who
I.,
haven't
It iiti'our popular music
relief
si t taken up the "farm
ft. ri iiiuih Fulton III the go

fly OENE CARR

i'itiiig

JUST HUMANS_

find tlicir via) to the hearts of I,.
fish hogs and that they return to the
dut's ef good old honest sport, and
And even tb:II
fish clean
to niuri to hope for.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
Hit Nat% *sli Sit %SON lilt)
Enteied as second class matter June
28, 1933, at the post office at Fulton
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.

Not only is this period of the .:11
busy one in till sections
•
ountry hut it is due to
OBITUARIES. Cards of Thanks, .
more so. PIMA` Mrfii ,
Business Notices and Political Cards
long the smuttier get+ the mill`
charged at the rates specified by
Or0ing animal the people sell] do,
advertising department.
ti

thIlt

•I

ii

vi

H.0.•
,..it
.

"I ill,
1.
• it
ft .

V. .

i

k, a
•

111411

lit.if thi. family :Ili
re:i While Um.
ti.•vc moinents
is.
N good f..r hoth
•
I

World

There Spoke Envy's Voice

1/1.

1..111

inieart

r..

ill

I

G1 esli s

Tiif': town drunkard ..f
vehement tear. The
n
hal entirely recovered.

te

lit 1.1. an e iieri•
locked Lim up until hr

I:

some 011111 Iii''
long. Easy'
log—and never n.
morrow to start putting

'I It

ViN S.((11111

'Now, What Is II'"
'They're Donn' Ttoss th' Dog Up T'sec If He Comes
Heads or Tails. They Want T'see Who Will Be First it th' Dii

II!

It hasn't been much more than
a quarter of a century age when
roving bands of old-world Latins
spent their time wandering over
this cauntry, telling fortunes I,•
They ti
palm of the hand.
in small bands id' from six 0
in w'agiins so much along the same
type ZIA the auto trailers of today
that many of the old patterns are
being copied. Their trade was that
of swapping and buying and selling
horses, though often after they had
passed on a tell-tale pile of chicken
feathers. roasting-ear hulls. o: the
polished bones of young porkers
:.;buvi-ed they had made the neigh•
.e victim of their
tram ;.:•!
C.

•I

trI

an etectrisal .torm.
ill!!

V. 1.1.1.•

.1

•

0 ,it

"

114 VIN S. COBB

be

I

It

the

Around

l.alighing

•

next
vice illo,
years ago. It was never 1,, sack
the protection of a shade tree olf
alone by itself in a rairistorin
compamed by heavy lightning. Today high-current wires crosses the
country at far more frequent intervals than ever before, so more
are bond to full. Always make it a
fast rule to warn the children of
the dangers sod locations of this
type of wire and give all new
neighbors and hired men in the
advice.
same
neighborhood the
Keep a careful watch for sagging

many of the
da•il the
1./11g hair
ii
i Ii I tiul when
i

III \ I I:11

•Picked-I'p About 7'ottn
Beniii•tt says yina
it into can learn a lots of things at home,
but they are not the things the corresponding school charges you so
much a lesson for.

:.,ars
lift'
.
ago our forefathers saw the need of
establishing this nation under the
banner of democracy and for the
love of liberty and justice, not for
one but the privilege of all men
blessed hy the rights of American
fa! to eotlIrr rA
- tr

As insolated as some folks may be
in regard to habitation they cannot
be tinware of the strife and distress in the majority of nations due
to fights for liberty and civil rights
Many of our own people at one
home
time ceded Mese hated,
ef a triWe her in the
colored flag beset with stars and
realize the meaning of democracy.
We have the privilege of develop:7-.2 cur intelligence and our busi-

"It's a wise man." asserts Bailey
Huddleston. 'who knows that Provience has a way of looking out f.,:

lot of money to keep some men's
mouths shut."
C. A. Davania says he has nesi•r
been able to understand why the
fellow who can't carry a tune al
‘i.tis %%ants to lead the singing.
"This is the time of year." say::
K. Iliimra when drivers should eitiwr tighten up their brakts. oL
' -en up and buy more life iii.

a vain,
much," ad- a , n
penny can r an
more noise
bill."
tha•
ic v.! i, once said
is a hist art." asserts II's
has:n•t are
"evidently
Het
beI:11 Mal ried very king."
'Bay Clonts says another thing
the averLge man can't understand
is why his running expenses never
stop to catch a breath.
Accro•ding to NIalcohn Gilbert a
man wouldn't mind spending money
on his daughter's wedding if he was
sure it wasn't going to mean a I
son-in-law to support.
Clarence Pickering says the

"Don't place too higla
the man who talks too
Cz.r1 Puckett. "a
e
.1 and n.ake
i,anif dollar

Horntivak says maybe the ri it
most eititens speak well of a
after he is dead IN because they
LIII SL telille he v..a. liyme

a pretty gued
more numerou:,

On the second day of hi, raptkit). as he sat in his cell, thirsty
beyond word, the romider, wit. wii of a full habit of life, came to
give him consolation and g..0.1 attire.
-eh. and the itiminie read the parable of thp
,:at down
Prodiral Son. The pri-iiner „ernied Ii hatw i.n the worils. He nudged
up closiir and cliker, bending forward until hi-. face was almost in the
min'ister's face, and listened.
"Please read it over i-r re more." he said when the dominir had
the chapter and si irted to close the 1;....1 Hook.
Ti•urhed by thi, farther sign of penitence, the mini. ter read it
again.
" he said when he was done, "what uas it held
"Tell me, I .0 .n:in.
you so d„,..e, tke ,, ;14.1 was rralltet!--IVIIS it the Irnison of the Scripture
or was it the worir?"
"Nay. nay." :aid the tippler--"'twa, ynur giant breath!"
-mg No,'.tun.....
Hy PERCY CROSBY

Pictures the Weekly Movies Never Got.
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THE CLANCY KIDS

Well! What Do— Went— Two Hundred Dollars!!!!
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Business and Professional Directory
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FIRMS APPEARING ON THIS PAGE SOLICIT AND APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
A DEPENDABLE SOURCE!

flit

this cominiiiiity Wit l, (Vitro y Flour
and Feed

for nearly 1 Ito,' of it ('lilt lily.

BROWDER MILLING (O.

r-111:1. 1 I \II

THE BEST IN GROCERY SERVICE AT
ECONOMICAL PRICES
ph,,,it /99 Ior Free Thu 0 0 II
EDWARDS FOOD STORE
EARL ROA/ BLDG.

L..

UNEXCELLED WRECKER SERVICE

VISIT THE C. AND E. CAFE
:1'10 Painted
TRY OH:

1111(1

Decoraled
,I FE

In titni. of troulilf we are prepared to i-erve you
the fine:4 wrecking equipment in
and
Western Eertucky

MEXIHOT

nu,THEs
s
f I RBEC/'E
7'11El ABE DEL1C101 .N
PROP.
NLAR PANSIAGER DEPOT
• II ‘1,1 I.

loos %%twirl. Norion

oNIPANS

Expert Repairing Acmisories, Parts

WI it, Motor Cinnpany
.0,1 In Fulton..1:inuary 25, 1926
thv stt•atly vrowth of I.is bus.-

BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.
hula

thrOP

(111/1

Pontiac Dealers

HOG PEI( E GAIN SEEN

thr ty
IMP to

of the
111110,1
in the

la' 511% II 1111\111 CI I I/
I'‘ I II AN(

'hill

EXPERT RADIO WORK
rt•

•ead it

it h.•1.1
ripture

1

:OA

t

to gar

THRU THE SUMMER

1.11b4 S and Batteries
Best l'ricts
ALL KI.VIIS ol' ELECTI:IC.IL 11.//:/.\1;
LANVN:\loWEI:(;I:INI)1:0; AND KEY
MAKING A si,F,4 !ALIA

LET l'S SERVE YOU WITH YEAR AROUND
. AND SERVICE
(HAUT)

WISHBONE CAFE

EXUM RADIO AND REPAIR SHOP
ALNUT ST.
44,

C.-ILL 930
• E I I: IV, YEAR OUT

Kentucky Folldore
-aeota0,,z/Zolt.p4.p

-EAT AT—

LOWE S CAFE

MODEL CLEANERS
Fun QUICK SERVICE
Superior in Chatting and Pressing

WESTERN KENTUCKY
TEACHER* COLLE01
Scwuse snot Et

Linen Suits A Specialty

W. I. KING, PROP.

11.11 AND NIGHT SERVICE

FOR

For thr !If st In New Furniture

THE BEST IN ELECTRIC
To NEE
NET
Tilk NEw

SEE

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.

HOTPOINT REFRIGERATOR
REFRIG HLIToRs

Troty 7, is

si/Ells

II' liilI NI

For Bargains In 1 .std Furniture
Itst I

NI

BENNETT ELECTRIC

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO

1.110SE 201

f!T,I III 1:111

SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE

FIRST QUALITY FRESH MEATS

FUNERAL WREATH:WEDDING BOUQUETS

CHOICE CORNFED BEEF and PORK

AND CORSAGES

CITY MEAT MARKET
ROIKERT COVINGTON, SIGN.

CARDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

103 STATE LINE ST.

DAY OR NIGHT

PHONE 20-.1
eien: -•

HIGHEST GRADE GASOLINE
AT ECONOMICAL PRICES

Expert Greasing and Washing Serrice
%I

•I,

PHILLIP'S 66 STATION
ON MARTIN HIGHWAY JEST OFF STATE LINE
PHONE S'In
EHARLIS BURROW, SIGN.
AI Si) FRESH 11511 FROM THE WATER-2I'
RIVER
DIRECT I-ROM
PHON I I ,
R. E. HOGG. SIGN. 01- 'ISM MARKET

houses shelter.
the old
i-iP Since ice is a necessity in
."any country homes today. milk
...soled in a spring may rim seem
enough. but we old-timers still
:•refer just that temperature given
y its being exposed to the cold
-pring for a day or two
Sometimes a spring was a sort ef
- eighborhood institution One suen
r the neighborhood in uhich I was
••-i•irn has been of great value to the
For greater
-iirosurding farms

r
green
in the cold ,aa:s. Li s:umine: to*Li
It. Daring youngsters loved to v.-ad,
in the cold water in summer 1.•
show how brave they were and
ten slipped and got their Sunda
pants wet
Fortunately such
and national parks it .
utilizing the springs ar.
them to some cf
fulexs. Given
land, what else
reality
make a poetry

LET I'S DO YOUR REPAIR WORK

AUTO SALES COMPANY INC.
FORDSON TRACToRs

GENUINE FORD

PARTS

PHONE 42

CHURCH ST. FL I TON. KV.

Winstead - Jones & Co.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

A. C BUTTS AND SONS

Third and Carr St.

FEEDS — SEEDS -- GROCERIES — FENCING
FERTILIZER — AND MEATS

AMBULANCE
PHONE 7

We Now Hare Some of the Best Mechanics
In West Kent ucy and a Fully Complete Shop

I INCORroRATED‘

Phone

SERVICE OUR MOTTO
Delircry Service

FUNERAL SERVICE
2111

AMBULANCE

SECONO

Phone MC

15

SERVICE

STREET

'

1

is ,
a'10"w'

WHAT To 1)o Illot I
THE 0"E.ITHEle

EU!,TON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
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h./ducky Dairying
%scathe'-

UNCLE JIM SAYS

to change the
Shows Improremunt
, would be fool-hardy, were it not for
-, the fact that by removing the runFrom both personal observation
The
farmer
sells
his
The annual report of Kentucky
products at
together soil difficulty, nitwit of the
sod from complaint letters that have
wholesale
prices
and
buys at re- dairy livid improvement association
been ruching the department, a effect of an unfriendly season may tail.
shows increased production among
word concerning the weather seems be removed. too. That this is so may
'the
farmer
generally has to sell the cooperating framers last year
be pi oved by observing the conditimely. Much of what will be said
at
any
price
disparitiesetuonitoilea Gross income front dalry products
tion 44f beillIS MO other tender crops
will be In the nature of a post motin many gardens throughout the at any price he can get. The man- in the seven associattons was $452.
tem with the patient not dead, perrectui'r
regulates
his production and 912, and income above feed cost was
state, where MOOS Wore taken to in
haps, but in a bad way. sometimes
sells at a profit.
Much of the feed
$211.325
In most of Kentucky there has sure soils workahle and loose. by inSome
farmers make money in litany growt.
been more rain than was needed. corporat.ng in them adequate a- spite of price disparities.
Tennesof the associations o wl,
Except for just a few days. then. has mount of hunms.
see's six master farmers ..utilized a ed
0%cl:in:a. of 21 cows. sold SI
Obviou.ly, at is too late now to
been no hot weather and the nights
gross income
SO4,el hien an in 7,10 v.
of feed thi.aigh 110
have been definitely uncomfortably make good a humus shortage, but vestment of 8208.000.
with the lesson plain. effort should
As a result, and hey:nett. of
toot
A farm business to too small it
si that the same trouramsoaked soil, soil tempt natures be beilon 1W
it doesn't take at least 300 days of 9.i.i
ble will not !alai! agait Ii 1939. In
have stayed low and the -a•arm"
man labor at average rates to care
,
Average prod'
fact, all through the summer, humus
Crops, tomatoes, sweet potatoes. pepPit Ihe crops and livestock.
322 pounds of kith:ital. the highest
pers and eggplants have laten de- materials offer, as lawn clippings,
Plans should be made to have at in the lustily of testing program ti
garden debris, and in the autumn.
layed though the potatoes, salads.
least four important sources of re- Kentucky.
A total of 1.382 eots.
tree leavea.
Turned under during
and greens have bee,
' helped.
ceipts if tine expects to make a suc- produced 300 pounds or ;mai ; 417
Many gardeners complain quite the tt inter, these help. But, better cess of general farming.
cows produced 400 tii 500 pounds; 74
bitterly about their soils having 'run would be to sow in the fall, rye or
Cryolite is now being recom- cows, 500 to 600 pounds, anti five
together," because of heavy down- barley or even greens to turn under mended for tobacco insects
be- cows, 600 to 700 pounds. Thirteen
pours of rain and because they were early in the following spring, to cause it etnitrols both flea-beetles
herds averaged over 400 pounds.
prevented from going into their gar- make humus of the best possible and horn worms and is relatively
Registered bulls were used in Ile
kind.
dens to keep them cultivated. This
safe for use,
Better feeding was
lif du. 125 herds.
The
point
usually
made
for
humus
run-together condition aggravates
Feed one half pound per hundred m evidence. practically all herds re the other handicap .hat of the weath- is that because it makes soil loose weight pet day to horses going muceiving legume hay and Co percent
er, and taking them together, not and Bony. capable of holding mois- derate work one pound for mediof them alfalfa Nlany dolly:two al..,
much comfort is left the gardener, turt.. it serves io the capacity of in- urn work and one and one-half red
grain and silage
But, in punds for heavy work.
for his "warm"
ma: con- surance against drought
The dairy iniproxi:11101.1 V.1.Ik iii
ti
fluffy
soil
(Aces-. inmsturv
tinue backwa•
Only the feed above the amount
bee n
c711.111.;,1
sinks readily below the vegetable required to keep an
animal ohs,. au-emoting to a report of tile Collery
root zone; thus humus is W,-1 Weal - returns a profit.
"Feed
a
steer
a
The,
30 Years Success! Doctor's 'ler insurance, as well All111. be.
ii at
gallon of feed and it Is a gallon ;ire row 14 herd iniprov-rnent mis
Amazing Liquid For Surf3ce
'u.,
'of the open nature of soil sup- vatted, give him tat; and
he will 1,..i.ciation containing 320 birds and
plied with humus, sun heat can penpay for three.
4,1%1,
'rhos III, TWIT:het of
,•trae, and his heat is held, enabling
Farm. records show that the size
douide,t m the his!
uch toil to ,...arm up(miler and stay of
the business, the choice anti com.„ , '; ie.i
than c.impacted soil. And, lunation of crop anti livestock
en- !
than il-,.11 ,1ed
efiects of 'a Lather' are mitigated. terprises, labor efficiency, crop nor,.
eard.ms where there is enough yields and livestock
production
!zumus. cultivation is made easy for 11:1‘e a very direct bearing on farm
0READ-REMEMBER1
n..• 7.1y he't skimming of the sur- profits.
-face 2.: 224.4 tied. the gardener secure
more thing:
ii the k...0.....edge that the loaer soil
IN•PIXT FARMS
almost wholly on faith
ta-ope:. cond:tion for vci:etable
political statements and
PRAISED FROM COAST TO COAST
e.,sily to penetrate throughout
Detachments of trained agents
Ti, hear a Fulton woman talk a
MEN—WOMEN,don't be huir,ot.,1
It. With the s.•:1 ci mtactod. how- hail. now begun to determine whet- bout washing her hair she mako
by a fees blotched with unsightly surever.
deep
farmers
stocking
are complying with the a bigger job out of it than build
must be WW1-it- her
face pimphs because here's REAL help:
Powerfu
soothing, antieeptie liquid
-Led to improve the matters. Per- provisions of the 1938 farm act.
ing another Norris Dam.
7.4.mo ludoctoesfonnulalquici'
:th.r.Lt.m-nt is made.
Payments will be made to farmThat old saying that you'll
itching soreness—then its II,
ly ef• if. ;...istays at a tremendous cost in ers who comply, and penalties will trouble if you will hunt for
fective medicinal ingredients b..rt in to
helP nature promote QUICK healing.
and gin'. tally at the expense I e te,,e,2:e41 2-4221I21•1 th2•••,• who do
applies to a used
Stainless. invisible--leave clean.liquid
the cr,,ps in whose behalf the ef- not cemply
Ramon day or night--do-ant show on
It is'nt until a
;rn.
.• t
made At Lety btst. the
WmaS while it does its good work. Only
to be about 18 year>
M. Real severe cases may need $125
])r,
ent IS no permanent.
I %X TT:I:1111i• 1:.11.17•(; YOU
• •
tinds a love match can get
Rath Streivth 7.erno. All drug stores.
: ra;:i causes the soil to rt.
witnoui money about like a ft .
„ether agii n. and when rains be- anen.nt fallacy that the "rich man
can get along without gasoline.
. fiequent. drouth and catast- can pay the cost of governmeni",
n you hear a fellou- '
•••. in.
%s ill be startled by a recent survey I
'
1, , tit going to spend tle
showing that if everyone had to
in Europe you can petty sal,
turn over to the government all
he wasn't one of those who
55.000
a
of
year,
excess
income
in
. NOTHING BOTHERS DAD
over there in 1917-1918.
collected would pay only
the
sum
1 SINCE HE DISCOVERED
The road to heaven is Mrone-fifth of the total cost of governenough, but you'll notice a !
MENNEN
im•et—fedi ral, state and local.
t,.d11 - r V• ,,rdS.
weat bulk of people wobbling ale!
LATHER SHAVE
It has been our ci
aTe -2.24tdcri 121X4,---211121 they
at.• paid principally by the person a good-looking ..ezana:.
of nall and moderate means. A
loaf of bread, for example. is taxed
aa
57 times. The tax collector gets
s •
his share when you pay your rent,
buy a suit of clothes go to a movie
Plain—OT MlinthC414•ICIld For •xtro coolness
or do almost anything else.
TOO- fit, dolle

4Pa

ho
I'

thin l
liii:, . time mat,
tO be her husband.
iii

I d

iii g

111.4414. by the fell 'is Mitt

Friutik Ileteilles advises that before,
day in time few girls ever
trying to love vour neighbor iis speek to extinguish the
spark of
yourself you make sure that she, love as long as the fellow
they are
Is a single woman
in hove with hunt money to burn.
Strange things hairnet) now ond
Lovi•
M make the world
then, but as J11111c.; Warren points . go round .1ml for that
niattor so
t you over hear eharnes of crook- 414144S
a hum grade of liquoi

or

PIMPLES

I

Why Suffer Longer Than Necessary?
Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills Relieve Quickly
OR, MILES ANTI - PAIN put you hack 1.11 your feet
PILLS were made for Just IMO again "ratio' to go",
DIL MILES AN11 - PAIN
purpose—to relievi• pziin.
%rite
that they "work like PILLS act quickie. You don't
have
to wait forty minutes ta.:
magic". They contain an 4.1fcctive, quic4-acting, analgesir ati hour for them to take etT.s•t
as
is
the
case with many anal-pain reliever.
gesics You'll get action in fro-,
Try Dr, Miles Anti-Pain Pills ten to twenty minutes,
behire you lose a day's work—
DR. MILES ANTI - PAIN
soul pay—or break a social en- PILLS are pleasant to take,
gagement because of IfEAD- handy to carry, prompt and
ef
ACHE. MUSCULAR. PERIOD- fective in action, and do not
IC, OR NEURAtelIC PAINS iquot the st..rnach. Their cost
They may be just what you is small. One, or at most, two,
need to relieve your pain and is usually sufficient to rdii'v'54
Drug Stop.. 4.5 for nr. In for 51.110.

•

•

DR. MILES

1P"

ANTI PAIN PILLS.

SWIM; Or just Cool Off
SUNNY DIP SWIMMING POOL
re.

ADMISSION 15' & 25'
Located Opp,
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it Saves Time and Work .... It Gives Real Food Protection .... It Quickly Makes Ice and Frozen Desserts ....
It Operates Anywhere Without Fuel Very Economically
IN 1
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k
.14

I RI 4 is. art.I
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sanguarding family health, the ine-d,rn Ekrtric RcfrigkrAt,..
dairv products. tresh ‘cgi tables and fruits v.holtsomc
tast until they are used up. even in hottest weather

and
ptar•- —
eii
r. •

per dol'.1f
All
NE\\
rurs1
detaikastre

Att.
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pAla ifOUA sitoragc sratt. triahlts p.m to buy food in larger
1•"°r3blv time-',,'
Ma to satv flout ishingIvIttivvrs (or
snuck', and stews. Its operating efficiency sintplifies prtpara-
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"
31
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McCORMICK DEERING STORE
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WHY CHIROPRACTIC?

Nip rsp,.

a'tsropt

I FEEL MIGHT).
LUCK !row

d .; F

,
ta•-•
•

44Ik

NI"
'
k 'I"
1,a
begun the
y with Mr. and Mrs Ila hs.
-sipsey1: • l'• and the
Ms
Martin Nall and sons and , ;
ht•C sis:
ar
cesges
rorn, cotMrs Luther Moore Of Fulton spent ,
,tort.
Ii,.at:111(1 1.1b;1.•1 ,, will begin
Tuesday with Rev. and Mrs. E. C. I

MEN'S SHOES
WHITE and COMP.
ALL SIZES
$5.00 1..,1L.
S3.9.5

p.

•

S/.00 1.AL.
8:1.00 F.IL.

$2.95
SI.95

FRY'S SHOE STORE
LAKE ST.

COUNTY AGENT NOTES

1!
thday

'se

•

FULTON,KY.
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WESLEY CHAPEL

WHAT DO
DO FOR THEIR TEETH?

It stands to lesson that Holly- polish. It contains
five cleanswxd stars need sparkling, lus- ing and posshing
ingredients.
trous teeth more than anybody
else III the world. And therefore, TRY CALOX-FREE!
it is significant that so many Bet •t,..• trial is so convincing v..
famous stars use Ca/ox Tooth offet you a FREE i05cl57 trial. SOS
Coupnbl. You tvi the Judge.
Convince
Powder Cabs is made specifi- yourse
lf that Cailos makss teeth shots
z•alls. to give its.th a real beauty
shine like the stare'.
-FREE TRIAL COUPON

FREE r

SE tt es.. at. Robbins,
. Y•tre,.:.
h
Conn
Dept ANP I
I Send mot • In a•• 1.1•1 of CA LOX TOOTH
POWDER., no e•oense
1 to me 1 .111 trir It

TRIAL t.,
COUPON Lt'-"••

_J

CELEBRATE JULY 4
MARTIN, TENNESSEE
8:10) .1.11. TO .111I).1.1GIIT
•

S-ACRE GROVE

33-ACRE FREE PARKING SPACE

On Mile West Of Marlin On Highway 22
Electric Lighted-Entire Grounds shaded
FREE 81'S-MARTIN TO GROUNDS ALL 13.11.1' JULY Ith
S2.000.00-ENTERTAINMENT I EAT1RES-Si1 000.00
AND INSTRUMENT‘I %W.:ICI 'V
small Admission I hare To Adults Chulf:ran Ender 10 Years Free
IFYS JEBEL COWBOES-BREc AND CRS Rat4o Stars
WILL BROADCAST FROM CELEBRATION GROUNDS

101* WILL ALSO REAR
Scrap Iron quartette. Stamp Rook Go•pel Seltzer, and Radio
Stars: Tenne,sen Rambler,. Radio Stars and Prim Dinners:
Reelfoot Stomper', Heard Oter the Radio; Sim and Sallie Sun•Inne Band. they sing and plaN over the radio: Pei Cow Hands,
Pick and His Harlem Troubadour
,
. Cele,
tial Colored Quartette.
siniiinit the Negro Spiritual,
: Nlartin Iligh School Band, the
Best in II e,t Tennes•ee. and Others.

.1ANI..11.110.11ECO.111.‘1;
46,000 here last sear-You ('Si. Meet All lour Friends
Here July Ith.

SPEAKING
ikaribin
l'artitioe

didate

t 5555ivet

tor I .
filmes I. a

S.

114..1,1111K
iandulate
Senator.

• stoner. ci

1:00 to :i.00 p.m.
7 RIG RIDEs

M ill '
,Mak it sill 1:00 to ':'00 pan.
ili1X
Ilia; 1,1111 ‘1(`‘‘.111, can-

tat

AIM'

dl he (wird in ;1i1

10 ',HOD s

possible today.to radio men.
1
"right around the r
when it becomes a corm
pis-lb:lily is a matter of
speculation.
It can be tot:
or many years from now.
ever, the Jewel Cowboys are I. a
its' its debut, capable of ropits
riding and staging exhibitions ot
many western sports as well as presenting their usual radio fate of
music and comedy.
The Jewel Cowboys %%111,Se presentations are heard at 12.30 p.m.
each Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday from WREC. Memphis. made
their initial appearance as Columbia Broadcasting System entertainer.; last January. appearing on
about
stations.
l
They have
proven so popular that the station
list is now expanded to 87 stations
embracing Columbia's giant key
station. WABC in New York City.
and thhe CBS network stations
save the Pacific coast. They broadcast at 8:30 a.m. Memphis time
over the network-which is 5:30
am. Pactf:e time and entirely to,
early for Hollywoodites and other
far-westerners to listen to music.

Tlic county committee has been
Mrs. Mildred Binford spent TUC'S'.
instrueted that excess colic') should
aftertmon with Mrs Mary
day
'
di stroyed before the bides
form
Brown.
and that if ei.rn is to he destroyed
Wilde and Helen Conky
it should be done before
the superspent Tuesday afternoon with Mildvisor visits the place.
red Hancock.
Perfomance will be checked from
aerial photos again this
year and
it will nit be possible
to determine the acreages of crops
while
the supervisor is on the farm
therefore it is important that the
proElder M. D. Brown has returned
ducer make a check on the
acreage
to his home in Natchiz, Miss., after
of crops he has growing on the
farm
an extended visit with his daughter
before the supervisor visits the
P L Town: and other refarm.

MOVIE STARS
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Tickets Will Re Gis en Away or the Grounds at 1:01) 2,m,
AIRPI.ANE STIATs AND sIGIITSEEING Trttrs At t DAV
Ham-, tilt I and um a Field Adfoininc Celebration Ground,
Largest and Rest Celebration in West Tennessse and Wc,
t
Kentucky

It is impossible for the supervisor
to check any man's farm unless
there is someone to go over the
farm with him that is familiar
with the division of the crops and
the share of the crop that each person interested in the crop receives.
At a meeting at Cayce the farmers that were present discussed the
possibility of organizing a sheep
protective and improvement association, and suggested that til,.
county agent send a copy of th.;
proposed by-laws and also a copy
of the application for membership
in the association.
The men who are raising sheep
can read these rules and regulations and if interested in joining the
association the membership agree -'nerds should be filled out and returned. This will determine the
1,t1111 of interest there is in the
Lianization.

At'1,
1ding

Several stations of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation also receive the Jewel Ctiwbos-s' Saturday morning pre,ent ation. while
the Columbia network's big shortNew
wave station just overside
York City relays the program to
Central and South American ciitintties. The boys have reeeivesi
fan 'nail from practically ever state
•
in the- lii ion as %veil as ai:
and
;,f Canada
1forelim countries.
Odd
51:e fact that the bulk of the fa:,
Ralph Wade of St. Louis. Mit is ina.l comes from the western states
visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs ii;rn cattlemen.
11,s- Wade and family.
1SS Gt2/litiVe Fry
of San Pedro. Champions Lcarn From
Califoinis spent a few days last
American Roy Maga:inc
'seek with Mr. and Mrs W. Ii

Chiropractic oltta ins relief and f'Prt• in
;, large
percentage of cases of Chronic Constipa
tiet.
het:fuse it deals with fundamental
causes. I:
removes interference and irritatimt
with the
Nerve System. These disturbances
of the:
Nerve System most usually occur at the
spina'
column where the nerves pass through
the spinal
cord to innervate the intestional
canal. By
dealing with fundamental causes
Chieopractic
gets results.
Try Chiropractic For Your Constipation

DR. A. C. WADE, CHIROPRACTOR
222 LAKE STREET

IS YOUR FAMILY
DRIFTING APART!
Leading home authorities contend
that
modern American families are drifting
apart, that the domestic unity which
once
was so pronounced is now lacking.

CAYCE NEWS

Many famous athletes in all sports
credit much of their success to
ree;aying tips and suggestions
Wade.
carried
Miss Carrnalee Cloys is visiting cowed front sports articles
Is r earents. Mr. and Mrs Attie B. n THE AMERICAN BOY Magazine.
Cloys of Memphis.
Virtually every issue of THE
Nirs John Jones and children
advice
spent Friday with MTS. DRTI11111 Vick. AMERICAN BOY offers
Football.
Rev. and Mrs W. A. Baker at- limn a coach or player.
tennis,
tended the Hush Creek ladies aid basketball. baseball, track,
Thurstisy at the home of Mrs. Will in fact, every major sport is covered
in fiction and articles
This is just one feature of THE
lich Borns and sons of Ss Louis,
MAMERICAN BOY Magaltme.
v :sting relatives here.
exploration. sports, flying,
sI', of near Henderson. N enItIre.
humor. R1.71f.:)Cie. travel, detect.ng,
Saturday
Wil II
MT
at- nsais, are well represented in
' .1 Mrs R 13 Parrish.
stones.
a:•.I Nirs Herman Edmiston s•ii ring
THE AMERICAN BOY sells 011
Rith-rford, Tenn. spent Sanday
all newsstands at 15e a copy. Sot''
risstives here.
one
Mr Boo1li
,
,lins,tit of Sparta. M.. setiption prices are $1.50 for
called horne Thursday on ac- year or $3.00 for three years. To
eount of the serious illness of his subscribe simply send your name.
address and remittance to THE
father. II. P Johnson.
AMERICAN
BOY, 7430 Second
Miss Annie LaWit"'
runlet WhO is
.i•tending school in Fmon Viversity BINA Detroit, Mich.
;: Jackson, Tenn, spent the weekCROP CONDITIONS GOOD
nd with her mother Mrs. Annie
Turner.
Growing conditions in the United
Mr and Mrs Inman and Jeanette
States and prospects for early crop
Miss Derothy Wade .s visiting her

ETLTON„ E.

"What has that to do with Movies?
" you
ask. Just this: We believe
that
theatre can he a definite part of home the
life.
Nothing brings members of a
family
closer together than a common activity
or
interest. We suggest the Movies
as
common activity. "Seeing a show" is that
somefamily can do together
only will it be great fun. but a . Not
topic of
conversation for the following days
in
which all share an equal interest
has been
supplied.
The Fulton Theatre with its
friendly atmosphere, its courteous staff its
comfortable seats. and its policy of presenti
ng only
the best in motion pictures will
make your
visit an enjoyable and entertaining
one.
ARE YOU GETTING FOUR
('OP)" OF
OUR ".1101 -IE CHATTER"
REGI.LARLY7
Keep up-to-date On the Hollywo
od
ings and coming attractions.

happen-

-ASK FOR lOt R COPYOr call 12 and one will be delivered
to your
address.
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Martin high School and is employ- !Pershing attended the A
& P.
Mrs G. Dallas of Abilene. 'les.,
Subscribe to the News
ed at the Salant-Salant Garment Gemini theetthfil.
is visiting Mrs. Paul %Albite'.
Factory Ili t'lliOli City. TCIIII , where
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Hankins of
Miss Martha Smith is spending
they will make their home.
Benton, Ill . were in Fulton Tuesday the week in New York with her
----morning enroute to Shiloh National sister, Mrs. J. Harry Smith arid Mi
RE.IL VALUES,
MALCO BOOSTERS ENJOY
Park.
Misses Shirley Hankm and Smith.
SMITHSON-WHEELER
MRS. YATES OF WATER
LAKE
TRIP
Jean
Norris
•
Anna
accompanied
Mrs. Ray Chain her of Huston,
I SAY! ray. .4'
Rev and Mrs. John T. Smithson VALLEY ENTERTAINS
The members of the Mateo Boost. i them to the park, Miss Norris will Texas, and Mrs Annie Chamber of
Or.
announce the marriage of
their
Mrs. J. W. Yates of Water Valley
ers Club and their guests enjoyed ' return home to Benton with them Dallas, Testis returned to then
daughter, Dorothy Louise, to W. T. tintertained
seventeen
friends a lake trip last
spend
several
weeks.
Wednesday and to
homes Tuesday
after
morning
Wheeler, son of A. J. Wheeler of Thursday afternoon with a well.
Thursday. About twenty-five were
Mrs. Frank Wiggins returned to ciiiii.t ing several days with Mr. and
Union City. Tenn. The ceremony
bridge luncheon.
Mrs. present and enjoyed a
pienic sup- her home Monday night after Mrs. Jim Stone.
as performed Saturday in the Reginald Williamson and Miss Fraper, swimming. boating, and fish- spending several weeks in WashingMr. and Mrs. Leon Pickle
bride's home in Wingo by the fat- nces Yates assisted in serving the
mg.
Among those present were: ton. D. C. with her mothiir Mrs. Henderson, Ky.. spent Welt!, .l.c.
Preceding the ceremony, Paul Mileheon. Ridge games were play- Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Shepherd, Mr.
cc ith Mr. and Mrs. Lon Paik le
during the atternoon with prizes
Smithson, brother of the bride sang
and Mrs. Malcolm Gilbert, Mr. and 11'11 t:rt1,1 Wit7
Mrs. Paul Workman rind
Mr
.1.
1 and lini.sel Rudd re
Bond's -I Love You Truly." Mrs •;oing to Mrs. !tarry Meyer.. Mrs. Mrs. Howard Strange, Misses Eveilcorge Rucker will spi trl Frid..
W. R Warren accompanied him and tr. Willingham. Mrs. Oscar Hank. lyn Drysdale. Iris Sanford. Margarfutl'ed 1""' Vri'laY ''' :1'1 aft"' at
Miss Jincye et. Nell
rendered "At Dawning" and later , Sr., of Paducah.
Gore. Helen Ealltn. Wintla :
i.:
':‘111:\,:,,,,t !:,„N
,,:, AI,11.1:!
%1 111.11el.c NN,Iit.
rd
t b di MaYrwid.
sung "0 Promise Me." The buile .;mith also of Piultniali cut consola- Fianees Price. Mary Anderson. Ad..'
Mrs. Catherine 'Fla tip:,,,,
dressed in ivory lace entered the .1011.
"t"'"'•
,Aii
.
(
mi
Dorothy
olphus Mae Latta.
I tern. Agt • Mrs. lbinnir 1%. 1,1' I' '
Piniki
t,,
t
1
,..nge
f
it
W.
/:.
,
and,
Jack
5
,
,Ii.,,.n.
room on the arm of her brother,
-141 club 1,,,ado.
1
.,ter. and Lucille Campbell of Union
They met the bridegroom MR. ANT/ MRS VARDEN HAS
Paul.
City. Messrs. Jimuis Nanney, Louis "I rive" nwne ''ainhn'
IY
m14
'"
a..
line.Laverne
Burni•it, 4 • I!
Mtn'
%leeks
busint.ss
trip
and his best man. John T. Stibth- CLUB
ICI
Ilizzle. Billy Stephenson, Lassie
Club Lottler :it Fulton attended ti'
WHITE and COMP.
son, Jr., of CuiImam Ala. at the
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Varden en- Crowder Ralph i Stephen:Ain iN.rd. through the east.
4-11 lAitidei .
Misses Rachel limiter Baldridge "
flower draped alter. The brides- •ertained their Thursday night club lard Luther, Buck Buckanan. and
(..
'
,1,;'t::1..11-i ii
Une
21.
and
hl
'
ili
l
it
l
twiti
il)
22.
ALL SIZES
flett;i Gildsmith, Tre vor Whayrm
maids Miss Nell Gilreath. of Trion, at their home on Green St.
Two Mr. and Mrs. Jack Edards.
w
Est"'n
"
"
. .
Margaret ,
Ga., and Miss Rebecca Crutchfield. tables of members and imt table
1 Charlotte Terry, and
---ii
r•,
s5.00
$3.95
hl't
l'AL.
. i' ,' t• .:
•"
of Wingo, preceded the bride to ii guests. Mr. and Mrs. Finis Hui' ATTEND GAME TUESDAY
;Illardin spent Friday in Paducah.
Heath
,
,
and
Mrs.
Vernon
alter.
I
Mr.
the
in, and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mc',Loa
S2.95
Aeing
nt
those attending the ball
I.,
night , Mrs. Tom !Iva th. Mrs. N. 13. CortiImmediately after the ceremony Collum were present.
gang' in Jackson Tuesday
.
,
.
S3.00
At the conclusion of games prizes wet,: I.. 1.. Moss. Ry
S/.95
a luncheon was served to the bridal
amond Pewitt. i ''''' 0•,,, dui, te.i ,il ltiinrtat. tam.
BORSI: VElts1.., VIA( TOR
fird of the weel.
party and wedding guests. Then were awarded to Mr. and Mrs. Eu- .M.ititlia Elicit
n and Jean Geung,'
n
‘1'i • "
sit
"the
.. a crop acre
Ti e :e.,•1 a:T ux!,..n,
Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler lett for a gene Speight The hostess served
St
is almost the ism(' for lior.,e fat in,
'
i''N ''
'
''‘C.:i 1'1•:'1,1
(:t:iiiirialllti Chill/WTI
11"iladaY.
ice cream ;old cake to her guests
it''''''' . 1-'!'...fall.
southern motor trip.
Tch!!1 "SookCiall(tt
Weaver, Mrs.
Mr.!":
''':"''
`•
A n, an. visiting th,,, ,i, for standard tr•ictor farm', :old
and Mrs. J It: Ilareepitin. Mr. and'Dar".
" and
Mrs. Wheeler was educated at
put pos., tractor fort,
I %kr sT.
Ii -'.en, t..il
1'1 ETON. KY.
week zeith friends and relatives iii '
i
t lrac. s
Mr, .1.1•k
Murray State College and the Uniiii to a •ill•.'1.y VOA.' i..
McKenzie.
Tenn.
Fulton
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Shupe
of
.
Shy
Norman.
Oklahoma.
----iversity of
and Mrs. Max Piekle
was a member of the faculty of the arallaillee the marriage of her da- ill'ESDAY NIGHT BRIDGE CLUB. Mr.
, arr.i,vet: Stainlay ha .,
ughter. Catherine Shupe. McDaniel
cwt.:Gary,. lild.
'Trion. Ga. high school.
The Tuesday night bridge
it
James Kimble of Clinton. Ky.
-- SATURDAY
Murray to
1 nut with Miss Mavne Bennett at a
vi'''' "'a .1 "Li' mid relar
Mr. Wheeler attended
to is litre.
The ceremoney took place in the her
194111 1,14%00
home on Carr St. At the con- i
State College and Georgia School
"THE
Wing°,
I.V
Methodist Parsimage in
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Pickle and
elusion of games Miss Mary Swan:
of Technology it Atlanta.
daughter of Detroit. Mich.. arriv- I
June the 14th with Rev. Drake of)
.0llk"
Bushart received cosmetics for high
. Sunda•
; •
tUti
r
ficitating
score, and Mrs. Joe Bennett. Jr.. re-!'"
WITH
Winn 601100
Mr. Kimble is the jailer of Hick,with friends and relatives here.
ceived a guest prize.
•
LOUIS HAI WARD
County in Clinton where they
Miss Sara Bransford of Union
man
M ALt0
Miss Bennett served refreshme;os!
Cityspent Sunday with Miss Marwill make them home.
to the three tables of members and
•garet Butts at her home on Arch St.
to'•s Bennett.
STUBBLEFIELD-BROWN
I Mr. alai Mrs. Ben Bransford of
------I, tin City spent S,:nday with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Huston StubbleI MRS. LATTA HAS LADIES AID
field announce the marriage of their
and Mrs. H. P. Allen.
i Mrs Kelly Latta entertained the
•PROGRAM
daughter. Hattie Lou. to Leon
William Gordon Thacker of Dresi. •
NEit, OftQLCVA4r.
, Ladies Ash of the Cumberland ,
.!: Church at her heme ' den. Tenn.. spent Sunda here with
son of Mr. and Mrs. Warn [ pr,.. ,,,,lei.:
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Socials - Personals

NC?;

MEN'S SHOES

FRY'S SHOE STORE

ST RAND

•

SUNDAY - MONDAY
.,...9.6
,164citAti

HI 11PHREY BOG ART
IN

‘91ARKEDII.0.11AN"
HIT NO. 2

"WHIRLWIND
HORSEMAN"
'VITH

KEA .111YN1RD
WEDNEsDAV - THURSDAY

WITH

CILAS.WINNINGER
ALICE BRADY
TOMMY RIGGS
and his BETTY LOU
THE YEAR'S TOP LAUGH
SHOWFRIDAY - SATURDAY

GEORGE BRENT
IN

Paramount Permanent
VOGUE ART
VENUE
NUTRI TONIC
L. B. OIL per
JESSIE LEE
OIL of TULIP
Machineless per S2.50 &
MANICURES
SHAMPOO and set
OIL SHAMPOO and set
HAIR CUT

$1.50
$2.00
S2.45
S2.95
$3.25
S3.95
S5.00
. 25
50
65
.25

.111 Prices Cut Half
For Two Months

'MOUNTAIN JUSTICE' FRANKYES BEAUTY
SHOP
WITH

Josephine Hutchinson
KIBREE

1 -PSTAIRS PHO. 692
STATE LINE

FULTON, KY.

MRS. HUDDLESTON ENTERTAINS
Mrs Jake Huddleston entertained her weekly bridge club at her
home Tuesday evening.
Two tables of members and three
guests :Mesdames Harry Pecvitt,
and Geneviene Douglas of Oklahoma. and R. M. Alford were present. At the conclusion of games
Mrs. Abe Jolley held high score and
was presented a prize.
The two
out-of-town visitors also received
'gifts.
Late in the evening delicious refreshments were served.

500

IRON 01 FIVE

BATISTE
Fol'Illerly
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priceless complexions to ,,
tnexpensive soap'? Of
}••,u
kn..: how important it is for them
to keep their complexL•ns fresh anti
lovely. So you can
SLIM that a
compiexion care they dets•nd on will
work for pad.
This mild white soap has an
4ICTIvE lather that prevents rhaked

.1

f"

.••.,
Mrs

14ri
irt
9)(1.!

AIVIECHE • SIMON
YOUNG

JCSZTT:'_
Century -Fox picture
A 20th

DAVIS
• 10AtiCOWER.
BERT LAHRWItLI
Sr.

/.

Mrs Mary Wt....yin. McCi.•y of
Bardwell. Ky Mr and Mrs Innis
Dobbins
f
Ky.. and
lieim Alexander of Crest:. Ks were the weekend guests
f Mrs I, 0 Bradford, at her
on Thmd St
Ro,ernary :471d
Beulah
CLeniae retinned borne Sunday
nigt after sl end'ng a month with
'heir grandt.11 her W. Si Chemae. in
Rtdge. Ill
Mrs. Julian Scales spent tin week
• rid m Jackson Tenn.
Mrs. V. T Telford and Mrs Rio
m.C1‘,11..r. spent Mond', in Pacab:s1tzng. Mrs B. S. Hill who
Is a patient in the I C. Hospital.
Mrs J. G Beier of Centralia. Bt.
isited Mrs. T. E. Norris at her
•aure on Park Ave. Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Shepherd,
MISS Betty Norris. and Paul Per.hing spent' Tuesday night in
• - Tenn. Messrs Shepherd and

„,„

PAUL HMI
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FOX NEll'S
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"RI.RAL SWEDEN"
ItEsDAY and W EDNESDAY
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:'WOMAN AGAINST WOMAN"
pet& V. tan you let pores becerni•
chokes', you are inviting C..tATTICtli
Skin, C.wrnetir Skin, you know, is
the unattractive modern complexion
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MICKEY 1101'SE

ATTEND BALL GAME MONDAY
Among those who) attended the
ball game in Jackson Monday night
were: Vt•rnon On-en. L
Raymond Pewitt, A. Gillann. W. K
Con:mins. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Rowand White. Mr. fied
Mrs Ccral M.•ros. Mr. and Mr,
Lad
Martha and Jean
Il•:••• V' ph. n Be't

GRANT'S WEEK- END

SPECIALS!

give
ear, Bat ),oti

SLIM

as

,
uric
' •'

Hollywood sets
the Fashion for
Complexion Care

and August.

"GOODBYE
BROADWAY"

!

liii
'n I ,i•
demi
ve r•, tit nre 1 Seleel Plant tor
NI:s C 13 Reach
•• • ' •"„,
al months
spending
Mr BratfrA•rn the I
Earl
Ft.u.„Tox COUPLES APPLY
'FOR MARRIAGE LICENSE
Russel Taylor of Crutchfield. Ky
Frankyts Beauty Shop to Grace Brosure of Fulton, Ky
Herbert Bond of Paducah. Ky. 1 •
inrites you to tab adElizabeth Puckett of Fulton. Ky
of
these
eantage
Robert Hutcheres of Hickman'
specials through July Ky to Cantola Weaks of Fuld
Ky.

blemishes,enlarged pores and when
it cutrwis, it's difficult to cerreet. It's
mueti wiser to guard asairst this
darg-r.
Here's what Loretta Young, whom
,,an
you.ee above as she I,c,ks in bee
ery
bat h room.
girl
to guard against Cosmetic Skin at, I
(It.. I ime eotanetics, of course, hut I
atways remove stale powder and
rouge thomag#1) with Lux Toilet
Soap. It's a safe, easy rare that kevps
skin soft and smooth,All you have to do is use thni nice
soap twfore you put on fresh make-up
and ALWAYS no matter how late
It is or boa sleepy you an' before
you gvi t,i heti awl you'll have ne
worries at•sit C,isinetie Skin
If..11,1/N1,4141.11 Fleatit‘ Roth
lox. -iii satu.
able tip on beauty. They lase Melt'
favorite complexion Rost) as a beauty
bath, too,
It's a wonderful substitute when
you haven't time for a heauty nap
jiist a few inomentS
vii
feel refreahed sure of daintiness.
The ACTIN lather rids the poret-•
crytrwv.,f t'.-'t
sr tde perspiraIien.V,
and dirt leaves ne skin reaily sweot,
with a delicate lingering fragrance
you'll love.
•

Exclusive!
MOST FURIoUs ATTACK IN
THE HISTORY OF THE RING

"SCHMELING 7
LOUIS
FIGHT 151('T('RE'
ASTOUNDING - HISTORY
MAKING
FIRST TIME A CHAMPIONSHIP HAS BEEN DON BY A
KNOCKOUT IN ONE ROUND!
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